PHILY’S UPDATE
AT THE 2013-14 POINT

(Precisely Oriented Indicator Negotiating Translation) between YOU [why (reason), Organization & Understanding], I (Intellect¹), and environments from material to ethereal... There may be more, but four types of POINT, may be described mathematically as: Space (∞ Circumference, ∞ Diameter), Energy (0 C, ∞D), Matter (∞ C, 0 D) & Time (0 C, 0 D)—Time being the POINT which is referred to above.

The health upgrade/maintenance information posted at www.thebestcurewebsite.com is still there for anyone who, it now seems, dares use it to perpetuate their present physical body’s functional state better by ten more laps around the sun than the normal human, on the average, makes it to, around this point in history, against the forces that tend to terminate physical bodies perpetuation by even allegedly normal means.

On the material level, since 2013’s starting gun, we’ve been working on clean up and brick and mortar support work, which should help hold a roof over the Herkimer County Advocacy Committee’s (H.C., N.Y.’s most independent mental health services recipient peer advocacy and mental issue/s survivors’ network’s) equipment, files and communications linkage for many laps to come.

On the biological level, toward the cause of the curtailment of vital organ (e.g. lung, liver, heart) sacrificing via activities which terminate organ function for the purpose of obtaining physical demise prior to manifestations of dementia to exit biological life in a lucid state, we’ve generated, “THE TRUTH,” (included herewith) which promotes brain shaking as a neuro-hygienic anti-dimential physical therapy. After a year of doing this therapy, I know that I’d not like to continue long without its benefits.

On a more ethereal level, via my ongoing endeavor of acquiring Scientologic information to use to help straighten out myself and my network (presently by doing extension courses of L. Ron Hubbard’s, “The Basics Books and Lectures” on the subject of the improvement of the human mind), I’ve come to the conclusion that Dianeticists / Scientologists use the intelliatric² assistance of Dianetics to succeed at the intellectological³ endeavor of Scientology, which is, to us, the science of the logic⁴ of the human mind’s (psyche’s) intellect (awareness of awareness), which, IMO, is optimally consciousness (the state of the ability to knowingly access information, data, or phenomena) alone.

Via this study we’ve learned that L. Ron Hubbard has advanced the field of the improvement of the intellect, by the comparative factor that: If, by normal means, it takes six years of study (say) to graduate an allegedly competent fledgling mental practitioner from an accredited college today, it would take another 40 years, at the same assimilation rate, to graduate a practitioner at the level of ability that L. Ron Hubbard’s system of teaching intelliatric and intellectological subject matter can get that practitioner’s ability level to in the in the same six year quantity of time of study as the college grad. That’s a de facto 46 year education in just six years.

I am saying here that it would be useful to face the idea that a thirty-five million word discourse on the subject of intellectual improvement, which is what L. Ron Hubbard’s teaching is, has to contain something more useful, something more, a lot more useful than what’s been stated previously or since (that I’ve heard of). The really great part of the D&S technologies though is that this teaching is currently being made available to all people who are of the mind that this class of information could be helpful to their cause, to use for their own purpose/s.

I think that we all should endeavor to improve ourselves, as I’ve just learned, via viewing the new Citizens Commission on Human Rights DVD, “THE HIDDEN ENEMY—Inside Psychiatry’s Covert Agenda,” that the presently 330 billion dollar per year grossing (worldwide) psychiatric industry has one sixth of America’s military personnel officially taking prescribed neurological agents. I believe that a better statistic than this should be expected.

The good news is: We are now appraised of the factors involved. We are aware that someone will win the game inferred by the T.R.I.A.D. (on the other side of this page) and that as the D.R.I.P is controlled, so is the action.

We wish you (YOU/I) optimal opportunities and outcomes through the Holidays and 2014—our (yours and ours) New Year!

¹ adj: The consciousness—one’s awareness of their own awareness of their information (evaluated data), or their data (observations [attention yielded perceptions [incorporal images]] regarding phenomena [items in existence (one’s environment)/s, extending from ethereal to material)]]—of the human mind (psyche), not to be confused with either sub-, un- or non-consciousness, or sub-, un-, or non-awareness.

² adj: A syncope of the neologism intellectiatric, as distinguished from psychiatric, because the intellect is the conscious portion (alone) of the psyche—the human mind—which is the ethereal/incorporal/abstract/software portion of Homo-sapiens’ mental apparatus, their Human Organic Shoulder Top (HOST) computer (if you will), while the sub-conscious (sub-intellectual) portion of the human mind is like a cabinet of hidden computer folders and files which the operator can’t use unless they access it, which requires their elevation to administrator status, which is what Dianetics helps them accomplish and while they are so empowered they can then access, view and re-file their then Dianetically unhidden data, at which point it is no-longer in a sub-conscious, or sub-intellectual state. Using the term sub-anything regarding Dianetics then becomes less relevant as Dianetics is applied more to a case via the intellects (the subject’s and the practitioner’s) involved toward its resolution. Dianetics isn’t the only successful intellectiatric technology I am aware of. Rolphing is another intellectiatric technology.

³ adj: A syncope of the neologism intellectological; That which has to do with the study of the contents of the human mind’s intellect–human consciousness.

⁴ n: That which makes sense.
Relevance

What is This?

The TRIAD, depicted here, represents some of TABLOIDER's work/play characteristics.

Production

Welcome to Earth-TABLOIDER's spherical game board—where four axes of sentient endeavor intersect to derive interesting activity.

Product

The state of Technology (A-D) governs options.

Outcome for Controllers

Win more, plus new player
Win more
Win
Justice System, tie game
Break even
Lose less
Can't Play, less

Outcome for Controllees

Win less, plus new player
Win less
Break even
Police (Center Ice)
Lose
Lose more
Can't Play more

Consumption

Humanity's (L-R) product is derived via everyone's individual contribution.

Individuals play and work between being in the chips and out of luck along TABLOIDER's Economic (I-O) axis.

Some of TABLOIDER's vertical axis'—Religion's (T-B)—characteristics are contained in the GLASS.